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About Scandinavian
Outdoor

Scandinavian Outdoor started out as a supply store for
Finnish scouts back in 1970 and is now a large outdoor
and hiking supplier, employing over 100 people and
well-known both in Finland and internationally. The
company has seven retail stores and an international
online store outfitting outdoor enthusiasts all over the
world. 

Kuutti Haapanen (Head of Ecommerce & Marketing) has
worked for Scandinavian Outdoor for more than 10
years and is definitely the right person to ask about
the ins and outs of -and the recent changes in-
operating a specialized ecommerce site.

Results

16% growth on revenue per visitor

growth on conversion rate23%
decrease in bounce rate19%

It’s important for Scandinavian Outdoor that customers always
see products that are relevant to them - but also products that
improve the conversion rate and AOV on the site. They’ve been
very happy with the recent results delivered through Frosmo.



KUUTTI HAAPANEN
Head of Ecommerce &

Marketing,
Scandinavian Outdoor

Scandinavian Outdoor operates their ecommerce site on a custom-built
tech stack with an in-house development team. There are four different
language versions of the site for European customers, and an
international site serving customers all over the world. 

According to Kuutti Haapanen, Scandinavian Outdoor is generally happy
with the solution since it allows them to easily implement customized
features. The proprietary ecommerce platform is complemented by
external services, such as Custobar and Frosmo, to improve the customer
experience and boost revenue.

While the online store is solely focused on outdoor clothing and
equipment, it still has more than 8,000 products for various purposes, so
it’s crucial to provide spot-on search results and relevant
recommendations at every step of the customer journey.

Custom-built tech stack with
complementary services

Working with
Frosmo

One of the deciding factors
in choosing Frosmo as a

partner was the 30-day trial
period, during which we
already saw a positive

impact on all our key KPIs.
It’s easy to move forward

with cooperation when you
have the data to prove the

results.



Scandinavian Outdoor has a good understanding of their customer
journeys, which often  contain touchpoints both on the ecommerce site
and in the brick-and-mortar stores.
 

     Provide product information and alternatives
     Since customers often have specific requirements for products, such   
as weight, weather durability, or fit, and want to compare product
qualities and prices before making a purchase. 

     Recognize context and customer journey phase
     When a customer lands on a site, the Frosmo Platform immediately
detects their contextual information, such as location (important to
Scandinavian Outdoor as they sell seasonal gear) and traffic source. ML
algorithms use the best-performing recommendation strategy to keep
the customer engaged.

     Create audiences and trigger recommendations automatically
     Frosmo detects visitor behavior and accumulates data about their
interests and affinities, which then automatically triggers
recommendations and search results for relevant products.
Personalization continues throughout the customer journey without the
need to manually build target audiences.

Seamless personalization throughout
the customer journey
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Frosmo personalization



Visitors often land on the Scandinavian Outdoor site through a
Google search result or an ad that takes them directly to a product
page. Therefore, recommendations on the product pages are very
important for continuous product discovery and increased AOV. AI
algorithms ensure that the recommendations are relevant every time.

Informative product page recommendations

Solutions



After studying the first product, visitors often go back to a
category page to view and compare other similar products. At
this point, we already know something about the visitor’s
interests, which allows for affinity-based recommendations on
the category page. Combining affinity data and customer
journey phase, the AI algorithms optimize the user experience.

In fact, the category recommendations are one of the best-
performing Frosmo implementations, with Frosmo generating
nearly 30 % of the revenue.

Affinity-based category recommendations



Shopping cart is an important upselling touchpoint, but
shopping cart recommendations often display generic and
inexpensive products, such as socks or other accessories.
Scandinavian Outdoor has tested manually selected products
against Frosmo’s automatic affinity-based recommendations,
and the latter have performed better. 

“We’ve realized that we achieve better results when we let the AI
handle the product selection for these recommendations
instead of forcing specific products or categories”, says Kuutti
Haapanen.

AI-driven shopping cart recommendations



Displays recommendations for most popular products and
based on personalization data.
Provides the visitor information about relevant brands and
categories in real time, as they type.

Search is often one of the most important touchpoints
between consumers and ecommerce sites. Consumers expect
to easily find and choose relevant products especially on
ecommerce sites with thousands of products in their offering.

Scandinavian Outdoor wasn’t happy about their previous
search provider, so getting a robust and customizable search
solution was a key factor in choosing Frosmo as a partner.
When Frosmo Search was A/B tested against the previous
search setup, key KPIs, such as product views and site revenue,
proved its value.

The main user interface for the search is the Instant Search box
that: 

The customer may use search at any point of their journey, so
the search results must complement the overall
personalization strategy. Scandinavian Outdoor has achieved
this by retrieving the search results from the Frosmo Platform.

Why Frosmo

Empowering customers with advanced
search capabilities



We wanted to purchase
the search engine and
personalization engine
from the same provider

to ensure that the search
results and product

recommendations work
seamlessly together.

KUUTTI HAAPANEN
Head of Ecommerce &

Marketing,
Scandinavian Outdoor



ABOUT FROSMO

Frosmo is a Finnish software company based in Helsinki. With
the Frosmo Platform, you can efficiently implement, optimize,
and personalize each customer journey without the need for a
complex integration project. The winning personalization
formula consists of AI-driven product recommendations that
deliver the best results in the market.

w w w . f r o s m o . c o m

Want to know
more about

personalization
for ecommerce?

BOOK A DEMO

https://frosmo.com/
https://events.frosmo.com/request-a-demo

